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ABSTRACT
Acoustic manifestations of utterances vary according to the
physiology of the speaker and the current underlying vocal tract
settings as well as the rate and style chosen by the speaker.  This
may result in formant patterns for any given vowel being very
different from those derived from citation forms for that
speaker’s dialect.  An examination of the acoustic signal arising
from unscripted and fluent read speech shows that vowels
perceived as different may result in very similar formant
patterns while vowels categorized as the same may vary greatly.
Experimental studies attempt to identify the acoustic and
perceptual cues that enable the listener to adapt to the
continuously varying underlying speaker settings manifested in
fluent speech.  By manipulating formant structure, we compare
how listeners identify the resulting vowel sounds to distinguish
those manipulations that result in a new vowel percept from
those that result in a same vowel - new speaker setting percept.

1. INTRODUCTION
The acoustic manifestations of utterances vary according to the
physiology of the speaker and the current underlying vocal tract
settings as well as the rate and style chosen by the speaker.  For
example the size and shape of the speaker’s face and tongue and
whether he or she is smiling, or talking with teeth clenched, or
perhaps is tired so that physical movements are more sluggish,
may all effect the speech signal produced.  This may result in
formant patterns for any given vowel being very different from
those derived from citation forms for that speaker’s dialect.
Rapid changes in speaker style, emotional state or context-
dependent factors may also produce apparently ambiguous
formant configurations which listeners, nevertheless, have little
difficulty in decoding.  Even isolated vowels produced naturally,
exhibit changes in formant centre frequencies over time [4].
This phenomenon has been termed Vowel-Inherent Spectral
Change (VISC) [6].  However, far fom being a problem to be
overcome during the recognition process VISC may be viewed as
due to coarticulation with silence or with a quasineutral state of
the vocal tract [8] and thus provide an aid to identification as it
may help define the vocal tract characteristics of speaker.

A series of acoustic and experimental studies look at the
characteristics of vowels across a variety of speech styles and
attempt to identify the acoustic and perceptual cues that enable
the listener to adapt to the continuously varying underlying
speaker settings manifested in fluent speech.  An examination of
the acoustic signal arising from unscripted and fluent read
speech shows that vowels perceived as different may result in
very similar formant patterns, while vowels categorized as the
same may vary greatly.  Examples of speech were collected from

three local (Texan) speakers.  All three speakers were asked to
read lists of monophthongal words, using the /hVd/ framework
[7].  For one of the speakers additional elicitation methods were
used to obtain more fluent speech in several different styles and
vowels, produced in isolation.  Variation within any type of
relatively fluent speech was such that different tokens of the
same vowel sometimes differed more than tokens of different
vowels.  Indeed, some vowels perceived as different had very
similar pitch and formant frequencies.  The vowels in responses
to open questions were longer than for read speech but
considerably shorter than for the word or isolated vowel lists.
This suggests that the speaker may be adjusting the amount of
information provided to the level of predictability available.

Our perception studies involve presenting words derived from
the citation forms produced by each of our speakers, and vowels
excised from them, to groups of listeners who try to attribute the
resulting sounds to the words from which they were derived.  By
manipulating formant structure, we compare how listeners
identify the vowels in the resulting signals to distinguish those
manipulations that result in a new vowel percept from those that
result in a same vowel - new speaker setting percept.  The
purpose is to identify those aspects of the speech signal that cue
the listener to changes in speaker settings.  Word/vowel pairs
were prepared by analyzing each of the speech signals and then
raising or lowering the entire F2 formant track throughout the
signal to try to achieve vowel peak formant relationships more
typical of different vowels.  This resynthesis method was
intended to emulate variations in the dimensions of the
underlying vocal tract while keeping all other sources of
variation constant.

We discuss the findings in the context of other studies on vowel
identification and hypothesize that listeners must categorize
vowels within the context of rapidly time-varying/style-
dependent vocal tract characteristics that can themselves be
derived from the signal

2. INTER- AND INTRA-SPEAKER VARIATION
2.1 Speakers
Our three speakers were males, born in Texas, now in their mid-
twenties to mid-thirties.  Their accents, though not strong,
exhibited general Texan characteristics, such as a lack of
distinction between “hod” and “hawed” and both /æ/ and /A/
among the longest vowels.  For all of our speakers, we compared
the /hVd/ utterances produced in response to reading from word-
lists.  These were the same signals from which we derived the
sounds to be used for our perceptual experiments.  To estimate
the extent of variation between vowels in relatively natural
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forms of speech, in comparison to these citation forms, and to
search for evidence of formant structure cues that might provide
inherent speaker information, we used five different speech
elicitation methods with one of our speakers.  These were a)
reporting general background information (SO), b) responses to
open questions (AS), c) a read passage, d) the same
monophthongal words, read from word-lists as before, and e)
isolated vowels produced by reference to the same word-lists as
in (d).  Spectral representations of all these samples were
measured and the measurements compared to ascertain the
extent of variation within and between the speech styles
collected and the links between formant patterns and vowel
categorization judgments.

2.2 Data collection
The word-lists were recorded in a sound-attenuated booth
directly into digital form at a sampling rate of 10 Khz.  In order
to provide a reasonably casual environment, the speech style
data was collected in analogue form on audio-cassette using a
multi-directional microphone in a quiet (but not-sound-
attenuated) room.  Samples, including as many as possible
clearly-identifiable examples of the “pure” vowel set, were
transferred to a Kay CSL analysis system at a sampling rate of
10 KHz.  We use the same phonemic symbols as Peterson and
Barney [7] to denote the vowels throughout this paper although
the phonetic representations would differ in this dialect.

2.3 Acoustic measures
Vowel formant frequencies and the duration of the continuous
voiced portion of each of the vowels were estimated from FFT
spectrograms derived by the Kay CSL model 4300 system.
While three examples of each vowel category in the word and
isolated vowel lists were provided, it was more difficult to find
so many clear examples of the same vowels in the read and
unscripted speech.  However more than one example was found
for most of the vowels in each of the styles.  For vowels that had
been partially diphthongized or where co-articulation resulted in
a clearly observable transition, the flattest portion of the vowel
peak was used to estimate the formant values; otherwise formant
values were taken at around mid-peak.  Following Nearey and
Assmann [6], we also estimated the peak and offset frequency
values of the lowest three formants of each vowel.

2.4 Analyses
The mean and standard deviation of the formant values and
vowel peak duration for each vowel were calculated.  Where
more than one example was available, means and standard
deviations were also calculated for each style.  The results were
then compared across styles.  Finally, vowels that displayed non-
typical formant patterns were examined more closely for
evidence that might contribute to utterance-specific
identification.

2.5 Between-speaker and within-speaker comparisons
An example of a vowel peak-offset between-speaker comparison
is shown at the end of this paper.  Similar comparisons between
vowels produced by speaker T, in isolation,  in /hVd/ frames,
from unscripted descriptive speech and responses to open
questions, and from fluent read speech, will be presented at the
congress.

3. ATTRIBUTION OF WORDS/VOWELS
3.1 Subjects
The listeners were introductory psychology students
participating in the experiment for course credit. All reported
normal hearing and English as their native-tongue.  Most were
Texans.

3.2 Stimuli
Three local (Austin, Texas) male speakers each recorded a list
of 10 monosyllabic monophthongal words in a hVd frame.  Only
9 of these words were used as two (“hod” and “hawed”) were
homophonous in this dialect.  The words were recorded three
times each and the best two examples from each of two of the
speakers were analyzed and resynthesized for the practice word
and vowel set.  One example of each word from the third
speaker was chosen and each of these were analyzed and
resynthesized with two variants in which the whole F2 formant
was transposed.  These words and the vowels excised from them
formed the test sets (WV).

The vowel targets were gated segments of the full words, each of
approximately the same length.  The length chosen (around 180
msec) was the length of the continuously voiced portion of the
shortest vowel.  The other vowels were gated to include a
complete number of pitch cycles commencing with the first
clearly voiced period and ending at the end of the pitch cycle
located at 180 msec from the start of the first cycle.

To adjust more carefully for vowel length effects, similar
word/vowel pairs were also created using silent-centre vowels
(SC).  These were constructed by applying a similar voiced
period selection method to that we had used for vowel excision.
The first and last five pitch periods of the fully voiced portion of
each vowel were retained and the centre gap adjusted to be
equivalent to approximately six pitch periods.  A third set of
length-adjusted word/vowel pairs (centre-glide vowels (CG))
was created by applying linear smoothing across this centre gap.
These three sound sets were presented to three different groups
of listeners.  A fourth group of listeners was used to estimate the
contribution of learning effects to identification score increases
throughout such a listening session.

3.3 Procedure
After a short practice at identifying the same set of
monophthongal words, produced by two of the local speakers,
and the vowels excised from them, listeners were asked to
identify a different speaker’s vowels, in some of which the
whole F2 track had been adjusted by a multiplication factor (in
most cases to bring the peak to approximate a different vowel in
the same vowel set).  Competence in identifying the source word
for the vowel was compared with identification performance
when listening to the whole words, again with the same F2
shifts applied.  Identification of the same vowels was also re-
assessed after the listeners had heard the vowels in context.
That is, the performance measures taken on the F2 varied word
sets were identification of the word source for a) excised vowels,
b) complete words, and c) excised vowels again.  In order to
estimate the contribution of continued learning effects, a control
group of subjects (C) were presented with three test sets that
were all different randomizations of the same vowel targets (no
word set).  Within each task, the complete stimulus set was
presented in two different random orders.  Practice Word and
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Vowel identifications were from a total possible score of 36
(each variant presented once) while test measures were from a
total possible score of 27 per block (each variant presented
twice, once in each block).  Subjects recorded their responses to
each signal by marking the appropriate word from lists of 9
possible words in a booklet.

3.4 Results
PracW PracV Test1 Test2 Test3

WV-M 95.99 94.14 69.75 78.60 77.06
WV-SD 4.88 7.62 6.51 8.07 7.81
C-M 97.53 95.68 69.75 73.66 72.84
C-SD 3.14 5.15 9.59 8.70 9.16
SC-M 97.40 97.05 69.44 75.69 74.07
SC-SD 3.28 4.12 5.53 6.19 8.31
CG-M 95.76 95.47 64.33 73.68 70.86
CG-SD 7.88 5.17 7.83 9.55 9.36

Table1: Percentage Mean (M) and Standard Deviation (SD)
scores for each group of listeners.

3.5 Analyses
Preliminary analyses showed a significant advantage for words
over excised vowels that could not be accounted for by learning
effects.  Further studies indicate some reduction in
identifications for silent-centre and centre-glide words and
vowels.

4. DISCUSSION
Space does not permit all the experimental details or all the
vowel formant comparison data to be included here.

Average duration of vowels varies considerably across the
speech categories examined and is far greater for word list and
isolated vowel examples although variability is greatest within
answers and read speech.  Average formant values also vary
noticebly across categories, though it should be remembered that
the means here are derived from few examples (maximum 3),
each of which may represent one of a variety of speech styles or
emotional states of the speaker.  From spectral comparisons, it
can be seen that two similar formant patterns do not necessarily
give rise to the same vowel percept whereas, even within speech
categories, widely different spectral patterns may be heard as the
same vowels.

Experiments to investigate whether words resynthesized with
consistent formant shifts are detected as exemplifying the source
vowel from which they were derived or the target vowel whose
formant patterns they most nearly approximated indicate that
excised vowels are significantly more difficult to attribute to the
source vowel than the complete words but that this difference
disappeared when re-attributing the vowels after hearing the
words [10].  This suggests that important speaker-dependent
information is lost when excising only the vowel portion of a
short word but also that the speaker-information gained from the
full word examples can be utilized in processing later excised
utterances.

Nearey and Assmann [6], found that for equally reliable
identification of silent-centre vowels compared with whole
isolated vowels, both peak and offset formant structure
information is required.  They hypothesized that speaker-specific
information is encoded within the natural variation that occurs

throughout the duration of the vowel period, terming this vowel-
inherent spectral change (VISC).  They demonstrated that the
offset is particularly important for determining speaker-specific
information.  Our results indicate that some information, useful
to the listener, may be lost both from whole words and from
excised vowels in removing vowel centre information in this
way, irrespective of whether it is replaced by silence or simply
smoothed out.  We plan further studies to investigate whether
three-point spectral peak information [3] retains this vital
information.

Several experiments (e.g. [9, 2]) have found that isolated vowels
are identified significantly less well than vowels in consonantal
context, suggesting that speaker information may be encoded in
the transitions due to coarticulation.  However, other researchers
[5, 1] found that, by using vocal imitation to reduce memory
load, no significant difference in categorization could be found.
Identification of isolated vowels was further improved if the
vowels were presented blocked by speaker [5].

All these studies point to the existence of inherent speaker-
specific information, to be found in the formant structure of even
very short utterances, that is available and utilised during vowel
categorization processes.

5. SUMMARY
The speech signal analysis and experimental results presented
here support the existence of a speaker-state or utterance-
dependent acoustic component available to the listener at the
vowel or syllable level.  Although citation forms of monosyllabic
words and short vowels provide relatively consistent formant
level information, the variation found within these and, to an
even greater extent, within read and more spontaneous forms of
speech precludes the exclusive use of syllable peak formant
information in vowel identification.  Our experimental work, in
keeping with earlier studies [5, 1, 6, 10], indicates that the extra
information required to make sufficiently reliable vowel
categorizations is at least partially encoded within short words
and isolated vowels.  We are continuing to investigate the form
of this encoding.
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APPENDIX: BETWEEN AND WITHIN-SPEAKER VARIATION IN PEAK/OFFSET VOWEL FORMANT VALUES
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Figure 1. Peak and offset formant values of 2 or 3 tokens of each of 9 vowel categories from two native Texan speakers.  It can be seen
that some vowels (e.g. /u/) occupy notably different areas of the F1/F2 space for each speaker.  The category symbol marks the offset
data point.  The variation between tokens for the same speaker should also be noted.  Distance and direction of shift seem to be less
constant in relatively uncluttered regions of each speakers vowel space, whereas, in more crowded regions, larger shifts are observed

that appear to be more orthogonal, especially where two different vowel categories occupy the same region of vowel space.
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